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Big Brake Kits
Street & track pads for your Porsche

Let’s talk about Vintage
A few years back we started a
Vintage group where folks can
bring out older cars that may have
been retired from regular racing,
and enjoy running in an environment that’s a little less intense
than the rest of Club Racing. The
focus is to be less on winning, and
more on camaraderie, and celebrating Porsche’s great racing history. Think Monterey Historics or
Goodwood Revival.
Initially PCA Vintage was only
contested at a few tracks where we
could designate a run group just for
Vintage. For 2022 we are making a
few changes to try and grow interest
in our Vintage group.
First, the Vintage classes are now
national classes, meaning you can
run Vintage at any track. So no need
to switch between VO and GT4 at
different events, for example. Of
course, that doesn’t mean you won’t
be on the track with other cars at
some events.
We will continue to try to make
full Vintage run groups wherever
possible. This may be by having a
good Vintage turnout, or by blending the Vintage run group with other
classes of older cars such as 911 Cup
or even the PCA 944 Series, both
of which are vintage-aged cars that
traditionally have good car counts.
While this doesn’t give the full, lowkey Vintage run group we’d like to
eventually have, everybody knows
who they are racing against, and can
choose whether to battle out of class
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heat prevention
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replacement
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cars or not. It’s a compromise while
we grow the Vintage group.
964 and 993
To help grow the group, we are
now including the newer air-cooled
cars, 964 and 993. A lot of these cars
have been tucked away as the values
have risen, and we’d love to see them
back out. We have also added a class
for more powerful cars, so feel free to
roll out your 935!
Let’s focus on bringing out fun and
interesting cars and exercising them
with our friends. I think if we do
that, and keep our friendly, inclusive
attitude, we can grow Vintage to a
point where we have 4-6 designated
Vintage run group races per year in
the near future.
SP911 and 911Cup
Speaking of inclusion and aircooled cars, another change for 2022

is to allow any legal SP911 car to run
911 Cup. While on paper the SP911s
would seem to be a faster car, data
doesn’t seem to bear that out. SP911
tire and exhaust rules level the field
significantly. We will be keeping a
close eye on the class throughout the
year to be sure that no particular spec
has a significant advantage.
Additionally, be sure to read the
rules update concerning allowing
roll bars to extend through the firewalls on 911 Cup cars. This change
was allowed due to popular demand,
and a desire to keep these cars running safely for as long as possible. We
believe PCA has the best air-cooled
911 racing program in the world,
and we are committed to preserving
and improving the program wherever we can.
Have a safe and productive off season.
I’ll see you at the track in 2022!

Cool-a-Clava
Helmet Cooling Insert
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Restraints
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FIA 8835 latest spec
All 2” webbing
Like us on Facebook to learn more about
product updates, sales and more.
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We can help you choose the correct safety
equipment for your vehicle, needs and budget.

Ask for your
PCA discount!
(available on
most items)
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I

t is fair to say that I was a bit
optimistic, hoping we would
be “back to normal” by the end
of this season. This said, had one
attended a few of our races, there was
little to no sign that our group was
affected by the outside events going
on. We held over 20 races, compared
to the 13 total completed in 2020. I
must extend a sincere thank you to
the volunteers, teams, and drivers for
making this possible.
This was a year of many firsts and
a whole bunch of adaptation: from
new or revised regulations to a last
second Sportscar Together Fest. It
would not have been possible to
completely make these events work
without the help of Susan Shire,
the event volunteers, and the other
National Staff members working
towards the same goal. This hard
work does not go unrecognized.

Feedback Needed
As we shift gears and roll into
2022, I am asking for yet more feedback from our drivers and teams. It
is no secret that there are many other
organizations offering Club Racing.
While it is great having the coolest
race cars on tracks today, there is
always room for growth and I need
information from you.
Part of my goal for the upcoming year is to travel outside of PCA
events and gain a bit more internal
knowledge of other racing organizations and how they operate. I
know that many of you race with
other groups and feel that your
words carry a lot of value. I encourage you to find me, via email or on
track (preferably post-race between a
cold, fizzy beverage) to discuss some
things that will help capture the new
generation of racers.

As the pandemic rages on, it is
important to mention support of
our sponsors. During a year of complete uncertainty, our sponsors were
able to still support our program and
run our series of events almost completely unchanged from prior years. I
encourage all our teams and driver to
source their 2022 supplies through
those who help make our program as
great as it is.
I wish everyone a Happy Holiday
season and successful repair/rebuild
on their cars. The 48 Hours of
Sebring is quickly approaching and
we’re fully expecting it to be as big
an event as always. Our Awards Banquet will be taking place the Thursday before and we look forward to
celebrating our 2021 Champions as
we kickoff the 2022 season.
See you guys at the track!

A couple of photos from the Sportscar Together Fest last September at Indy.
We will cover this event in the next issue of CRN. I understand that this event is
already on the calendar for 2022
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I

’ll start this quarter’s article with
an apology for missing the last
issue of Club Racing News. The
PCA Club Racing calendar and
my region’s last DE track day for
the year consumed every weekend
in September and the publication
deadline snuck up on me. I never
got a chance to consider a topic for
a column.
2021 Season is over
The 2021 racing season has come
to a close and from my perspective
of Timing & Scoring, we’ve had a
successful return to the track! This
past year we returned to many of our
familiar tracks and added the new
race venue at Indianapolis.
As part of my function heading
T&S, I review all data, post-race,
looking for any issues that might
have cropped up during an event.
Things like name consistency, session penalties, properly identified
disqualifications, and drivers that
don’t officially receive the checker
flag on track. Our timing crew is well
versed in the operation of the timing
software so it’s rare that changes are
needed. What’s interesting to note
during these post-race reviews are the
metrics of PCA Club Racing.
By the Numbers
We ran 26 individual club races
in 2021. These were held at 24 different tracks ranging from East to
West as well as those flyover states.
Yep, you’re right. The numbers don’t
directly match up. The Golden Gate
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Region folks had repeat events at
Sonoma and Thunderhill.
Of those 26, races, 9 were held at
East coast venues, 10 in the Midwest,
and another 7 on the West coast.
That’s a fairly well-balanced national
racing series, don’t you think?
We squeezed Indianapolis into the
schedule this past September; the
first for PCA Club Racing. Hopefully, this won’t be a one-hit-wonder
and we’ll be back again soon. We
also ran what appears to be our last
club race at Fontana. By all accounts,
NASCAR is converting the 2-mile
oval into a high-banked short track
and eliminates the infield portion.
This doesn’t work for our road racing series.
What is really interesting, at least
to me, is the number of drivers that
actively participated in points races in
2021. In total we had 709 individual
drivers turning laps in our sprint races
and enduros. Go ahead and compare
that to F1, Indy, IMSA, or NASCAR,
and I would say we’ve got a very popular and successful racing series!
Collectively, those 709 drivers
turned a total of 79,089 laps in point
races. I haven’t taken the time to
research the same metric in the other
series, but a preliminary check I did
for this article would indicate that
our drivers rank right up there with
the professionals.
Our collective race event laps for
points races this year are 2,581 laps.
That is, respective sprint and enduro
winners ran 2,581 total laps in 2021.
Compare that to F1 (1,189) and Indy

(1,862) winners. Granted, those pros
drive every race while racers in PCA
tend to pick and choose from the
offering of 27 club races. Still, an
interesting comparison.
Here is another interesting aspect
of PCA Club Racing. In 2021 we had
active drivers in each of 43 classes.
SPB is the most popular class with
130 drivers. GTB1 follows with 64
drivers, then SP3 (46), SP1 (41), and
911CUP (39).
Live Timing
I recently wrote that Timing &
Scoring was supporting live timing
results using both the Race-Monitor
and Race Hero systems. A couple
of e-mail addresses were created for
polling purposes. The intention was
to solicit driver preference for one or
the other. Unfortunately, the voting
response was lighter than expected
but, even so, the tally was evenly split
between Race-Monitor and Race
Hero. As a result, T&S will continue
to use both services in 2022.
Transponders
I continue to look for a solution
to our ongoing problem of incorrect
transponder numbers listed in the
registration data for an event. The
total number of incidents is getting
better but, especially at the larger
events, we continue to have a problem mapping unrelated (i.e., unregistered) transponders to car numbers
and driver names.
One solution that might help is
what my team used when we were

campaigning a 944 in the thennamed Chump series. We wrote the
transponder number on the body
of the car in the general area where
the transponder was installed. In our
case, the number was written on the
front fender where we mounted the
transponder in the wheel well. This
not only helped us document the
number for registration, but it was
easier for on-site registration to validate the number against the registration data.
So as you prepare for the upcoming 2022 racing season, I’m asking
that you log into your ClubRegistation.net account and double-check
that the transponder listed on your
account matches the transponder
number used on your car. Take some
time to transfer that number to your
car in some fashion. You can use a
permanent marker or label or, if
you tend to use multiple transponders throughout the year, grab some

painter’s tape, write the transponder
number installed on the car, and put
the tape on the driver’s front fender
or windshield near the A-pillar.
Also, check to see if your logbook
has the right transponder number
recorded. A piece of painter’s tape
will work there, too.
If you’re using the MyLaps X2 subscription model, be sure you work
through the update to make sure
your transponder is functional before
you hit the track for the first time in
2022. Timing does have some rental
units available but we had races this
past year where we rented what we
had on hand, leaving drivers scrambling to borrow a transponder from
someone.
2022 Racing Season
The schedule for the upcoming
racing season can be found at https://
pcaclubracing.org/schedule. As I
write this, there are 26 races on the

schedule. Take note of date changes
for some of the events. VIR has been
moved to late March (which should
make things far more comfortable
weather-wise). A regional favorite,
Brainerd, will be held two weeks
earlier in July. CTMP is again on
the schedule and, hopefully, recent
COVID variants won’t prevent us
from entering Canada for the third
year in a row. Eagles Canyon joins
our typical 2-race events, Sonoma
and Thunderhill, with races in May
and October. And, unfortunately,
it doesn’t appear that we’ll be back
to COTA, Monticello, and Hallet.
Maybe in 2023?
Timing & Scoring will be tuned
up and ready for all the events and
the staff is looking forward to the
upcoming year. I’ll be in Sebring
come February for my yearly respite
from the Minnesota winter.
See you at a track!

Peachstate 225 Club Race and DE
April 8, 9, 10, 2022

Thursday Test and Tune (non-PCA event)

Register: ClubRegistration.net (http://register.pca.org)
Registration Opens: Monday, February 21, 9:00 pm (CT)
More Info: http://peachstatepca.org/mail/group/5
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Rain Lights
The rules changes for 2022 contain the usual tweaking of wording
and some parameters. One rule,
however, might permanently resolve
a longstanding issue: rain lights.
After years of no mention of rain
lights, and then a recommendation
to have rain lights, for 2020 there
was a requirement that all cars have
at least one working tail light (or
rain light) which could be switched
on when racing in the rain. Since
the rules had never required any
rear lights except brake lights, drivers of cars without tail lights (and
especially where all wiring had been
removed) asked “what about me, I
don’t drive in the rain.” The practical application of this rule was not
to DQ cars at tech inspection, but
to tell such drivers they couldn’t go
out in the rain, and should retire if
it rained. This is in accordance with
the professed desire of drivers who
don’t plan to run in the wet.
Road Atlanta is known for having
rain, and 2021 was no exception.
Some drivers asserted that stock
tail lights were hardly adequate for
the conditions experienced (heavy
enough, eventually, to red flag the
race). Responding to this, the Rules
Committee has adopted, for application in 2022, a limited requirement
for rain lights:
“An FIA or equivalent rain light
is required to be turned on when on
track in conditions wet enough to
reduce visibility.”
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Note that this codified the way
the previous rule was applied - the
requirement only applies where it is
needed. Drivers without a rain light
are expected not to go out when
rain, falling or standing on the track,
reduces visibility, and to come in if
conditions deteriorate. Unlike, say, a
working brake light or a helmet, no
one has to have a rain light to enter
the track under dry conditions.
While requiring the rain light to
be FIA certified might seem the easy
way to go, a functional approach
allows the DIYers amongst us to
fabricate their own. It appears (for
instance, in some organization’s
rules) that 15 Watts is required to
produce the FIA’s lumen/foot candle requirements. However, an FIA
rain light can be purchased for under
$100, and is certainly the most time
effective approach.
Where tail light wiring has been
removed, running a wire to the rear
of the car is simple enough. Some
organizations have additional rules
concerning whether the rain light
can or cannot blink, a blink rate,
whether it can be incorporated into
the brake light system, that it be separately switched to be on only in the
rain, and so on. This level of detail is
simply unnecessary for the racing we
do, and avoids conflicts for drivers
who race with several organizations.
Night Racing
It seems that rain lights create additional issues for night racing. PCA

has not held a night race in about
a decade. When next one is held,
special rules can be announced and
applied for the event, as well as some
revision to the existing night race
rules, to adjust to the capacity of
LEDs to provide illumination. Too
much light in the wrong places can
lead to problems, just as too little can.
However, the commonly understood meaning of the term “rain
light” does require that the light be
red, must be mounted on or near the
center rear of the car approximately
where a license plate would go. It is
important that a rain light not be too
low, so that it is above much of where
the rooster tail originates.
OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2021
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Demon Speed is a Proud Sponsor of PCA
and the 2021 PCA Club Racing Program
Highly Engineered Solutions
for your Porsche Track Needs

(216) 333-1200

S

ince the last issue of this magazine I’ve had the opportunity
to do some traveling, much of it
unplanned and spontaneous.
I did have plans to attend our
Road America race over Labor Day,
then found out about the last minute addition of Sportscar Together
Fest the very next weekend at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. A little
juggling and that trip was extended
for another week.
A photographer friend from
Toronto, Chris Way, flew to Chicago
and we spent the next two weeks
between these two events. Those several days between Road America and
Indy were spent on a mostly back
roads trip that started with a tour
of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin in
Spring Green, Wisconsin. Boy, if you
have never been impressed by great
architectural design, this place needs
to be on your bucket list.
Then in early November (from
another photographer friend, Stephen Krupnick) asked if I wanted
to go to Paris for five days to attend
the largest photography trade show
on the planet, Paris Photo. Being
that Paris is one of my favorite places
ever, and I had not been there in over
15 years, I said yes. “When is it?” I
asked. “In three days.” OK well, I
didn’t have a lot of time to pack for
that one.
Paris Photo was incredible, held
in the Grand Palais Ephemere in
front of the Eiffel Tower. A surprise,
and the most crowded part of the
show, was the book section. The four
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hours we spent there was just not
enough. Maybe again next year!
One of the things we stumbled
on to was a fairly informal car show
held in a plaza we walked by on the
way to the Rodin Museum. There
was a great variety of sports cars,
including a good representation of
Porsches. It was fun to speak to some
of those folks.
I’ve been trying to visit my oldest
daughter, Kim, twice a year in New
Jersey/NYC. COVID has not made
that any easier, but getting back from
Paris I quickly got a plan together
and made another five day trip there.
I have definitely not spent enough
time in NYC, so I really look forward
to these opportunities. Kim and I
spent two different days in The City.
Her 18,000 measured steps the first
day calculated to 8-10 miles of walking. Half a day in the Museum of
Modern Art and a lot of food places
plus getting a chance to see one of
her Manhattan grocery stores. She
mentioned that this was the smallest
of their Manhattan stores. When I
realized that it took in an entire city
block, I asked how this could be their
smallest store. The answer was simple, the other stores had 2 or 3 floors.
The last day in The City Kim had
a meeting, so I walked about a mile
and spent a few hours in the MET.
Not my first time there, but always a
very excellent museum to visit.
Once back in San Diego I had to
quickly shift my focus to local issues.
But some unexpected fun travel!

Demon Speed is your Stocking Dealer
for the 991 Cup GTD1 Wheels made
Speciﬁcally for the 991 Cup Cars.
Step up to quality Made In America
Wheels by Forgeline.

THE 996 CUP SPOILER
IS BACK !!
Come and see the ‘new’
996 Cup Spoiler. Made
from the same material
as the original.

Now at Demon Speed

A couple of Paris photos from
Stephen Krupnick and myself

Make Demon Speed your GT3
Cup replacement parts HQ.
We are manufacturing the
parts to keep your car
running as fast as new.

Demon Speed offers
Racing Tire Warmers
This is the best way
to improve your track
experience for only
$894 per set.

www.demonspeedmotorsports.com

Learning On Track
We all work hard at improving our
skills as drivers by hiring a pro coach
or pouring over data which are very
important tools and resources. Those
are excellent and necessary methods
to improve, but the challenge is the
time it takes to evaluate and decide
which corrections to implement.
It generally takes hours until you
are back on track trying the new
procedures. The positive is that you
can look at things in a quiet and
relaxed atmosphere where you are
not thrashing to react to the car and
track while driving. Getting feedback immediately while driving gives
us an immediate report card on how
we drove that last corner. There are
a couple of ways to get that report
card. One is data and the other is
comparing to other cars around us.
We need to learn to be observant
while driving.
Learning from data on track
Some of us have already used a
predictive lap on our data dash to
see how we drove the last corner and
lap. There are a few things to consider when doing that. First, setup
your data for predictive lap display.
You can set it up for your preference
to show either predictive lap or +/–
compared to a reference lap. Either
way works fine depending on how
you like it. The evaluation comes as
you drive, but there are some subtleties to evaluate it accurately. Check
the predictive lap time or +/- before
you brake for a corner, then check it

again immediately at the exit of the
corner. Then check it again about
200 yards later. Now, why did we
check those places and how do we
evaluate it? If it shows we took less
time to get through the corner to the
exit then we were faster through the
corner. If the time goes down from
the exit to the 200 yard mark then
our exit was better. If the time goes
down between the exit and 200 yards
later but then begins to go back up,
that means the atmospheric conditions are causing the engine to make
less power, the reference lap was different conditions than the current
lap is.
Lap time comes from before we
brake for one corner to before we
brake for the next corner. Time
through the corner and exit speed
combined dictate this.
Learning from other cars
There is so much to learn while
driving around other cars, we just
have to pay attention. For speed,
watch the car in front to see where
they are gaining time. Are they faster
in and through the corner but not
faster on the straight following or are
they faster after the corner down the
straight? It’s easy to complain they
have more power but it may just be
their exit was better. That could be
due to driving better or car setup.
Now evaluate the angle of the car at
the apex. If their car is turned more
than ours, they can apply power
sooner giving a better exit. Are they

braking earlier or later than us and
is that better or not as good as us?
Does it allow that car to roll into the
corner with more speed, does it hurt
their exit? Did we touch the throttle before them and hurt our turning ability? Diagnose where they are
better and why, not just that they are
faster in general.
One example of just how much
you can learn by paying attention
to the car in front is when I drove
for Lotus in IMSA’s Supercar years
ago. My teammate was Doc Bundy,
he was leading the race at Portland
and my job was to finish between
him and the competitors behind
for points. Our car’s weakness was
brakes. They would overheat and
lose braking ability. As I followed
Doc, I felt my brakes getting hot and
had to start braking a bit earlier but
Doc didn’t. As he started to creep
away, I paid attention to what he
was doing. He was turning in early
or crabbing in and then turning the
steering in more as he entered the
corner early... I wondered why. That
was scrubbing speed due to the front
tires understeering. That crafty old
guy was using understeer to slow
the car so he didn’t have to use the
brakes as much, keeping them cool.
It wasn’t as fast at the start of the race
but now it was because I couldn’t
brake as hard anymore. The light
came on in my brain and I learned...
Thanks Doc.
The information is there, just look
for it.
We l c o m e b a c k .
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Aug 12 - 14
NJMP*		
Dan Petchel
609.298.2277
Schattenbaum				carsinc@comcast.net

Register at: http://register.pca.org

Dates
Region/Zone

Event
Additional info

		
Feb 4-6
Sebring 		
Suncoast Florida/Gold Coast		

Schedule, News, Forms, Information: http://PCAClubRacing.org

Event Contact

Dan Smithyman
954.224.4717
chairman@48HoursAtSebring.com

Mar 25 - 27
VIR*		
Erik Apotheker
203.733.1470
Zone 2				 eapotheker@comcast.net
		
Apr 2 - 3
Thunderhill Raceway I
James McClelland
925.286.2336
Golden Gate				 mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
Apr 8 - 10
Road Atlanta*		
Mike Wilson
770.608.8024
Peachstate				porschehpde@gmail.com
Apr 22-23
Lime Rock		
Mark Lewis		
203.767.3086
Connecticut Valley			 ClubRaceDirector@cvrpca.org
		
Apr 23 - 24
Heartland Motorsports Park
David Stadtmueller
816.510.4832
Kansas City				 porschekc@gmail.com
May 13 - 15
NOLA*		
John Crosby
504.909.2767
Whiskey Bay				 jlcrosby@crosbydevelopment.com
		
May 14 - 15
Buttonwillow		
James McClelland
925.286.2336
Golden Gate				 mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
		
May 20 - 22
Mid Ohio*		
Chip Henderson
614.491.0150
Mid Ohio				 club.race@morpca.org
		
May 21 - 22
Hastings		
Rick Mourey
860.965.4937
Great Plains				 wopowog@earthlink.net
		
May 28 - 29
Eagles Canyon Raceway I
David Hodges
713.304.2557
Maverick				clubrace@mavpca.org
Jun 11 - 12
UMC (Miller)		
Bob Jones
801.718.1901
Intermountain				rbj87911@gmail.com
		
Jun 17 - 19
Watkins Glen*		
Jim Morgan
518.320.0055
Zone 1				 mor6633@hotmail.com
				
Jul 9 - 10
Brainerd*		
Dan Perinovic
612.558.3738
Nord Stern				 perinovicdan@gmail.com
			
Jul 29 - 31
CTMP (Mosport)*
Jackie Metcalfe
226.343.0552
Upper Canada				 j.metcalfe@hotmail.ca
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Aug 27 - 28
Sonoma Raceway I
James McClelland
925.286.2336
Golden Gate				 mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
		
Sep 3 - 5
Road America*		
Cheryl Lehman Collier 312.402.6112
Chicago				
roadamerica-trac@pca-chicago.org
Sep 16 - 18
Summit Point*		
Donna Amico
443.745.2359
Potomac				donna@pcapotomac.org
		
Sep 17 - 18
High Plains*		
Rocky Mountain			
		
Sep 24 - 25
Thunderhill Raceway II
James McClelland
925.286.2336
Golden Gate				 mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
		
Oct 8 - 9
Sonoma Raceway II
James McClelland
925.286.2336
Golden Gate				 mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
Oct 14 - 16
Eagles Canyon Raceway II*
David Hodges
713.304.2557
Maverick				clubrace@mavpca.org
		
Oct 21 - 23
Daytona*		
Jamie Thole
904.813.1254
Zone 12				 jamie@cdsigns.net
* Indicates an Enduro

29th Annual

February 3-6, 2022

December 6, 2021 at 9:00pm CST
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WHY I WILL MISS FESTIVAL
THE LAST CALIFORNIA FESTIVAL OF SPEED (CFOS)?
AND WHY HAS IT BEEN SO IMPORTANT TO ZONE 8
STORY BY SKIP CARTER; PHOTOS SUPPLIED BY STEPHEN KRUPNICK & STEVE GELDMAN

W

hy is Zone 8 truly unique
to PCA, and why was the
Festival so important?
Of the 14 regions that make up
Zone 8, 9 of them lie in a geographical area about 155 miles long North
to South and 92 miles East to West.
That’s 9 regions in an area smaller
than most any other PCA single
region. The population in that area is
about 18 million.
The Fontana track is pretty much
right in the middle of this area. When
we created the Club Race we thought
of it more as a festival where lots of
Porschephiles would come, which is
exactly what happened.
While PCA does not allow spectator events, and we could not charge
admission, we were able to market the event to Porsche enthusiasts
throughout the zone. The results
were 3-5000 attendees each year who
were not directly involved with Club
Racing (staff, crew, friends, drivers).
It also required 300 volunteers to
manage this crowd over this three day
event, most used for traffic control. It
was the largest annual Porsche Club
event on the West Coast, and noth-
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ing brought zone members out like
the Festival.
From the beginning PCA Club
Racing has been the signature event
of Festival, with everything else built
around it. We especially wanted to
make it a welcome, safe event for
families with plenty of activities for
everyone.
Why is it Going Away?
After 20 years, it appears that we
may have had the last Festival last
October. NASCAR had been threatening to demolish the current track
and build a high bank, short oval,
eliminating the road course we’ve
used since 2002.
For three years we’ve been working
around that threat, we had to convert
2020 to a virtual event which, while
successful, was just not the same. In
2021 COVID forced a cancellation
of our normal Spring date, so we
held it on the only available weekend, October 30-31. The Fall event
was good and incorporated some
very well received new features, but
I think that between COVID date
changes and the NASCAR threat,

the uncertainty of the future has
taken its toll.
History
The California Festival of Speed
event ran for 20 years, from 2002
until 2021. Back in 2000 I was
pretty active in the San Diego region.
At that time we were the biggest performance driving region in Zone 8.
We had Jack Murphy/Qualcomm
Stadium for monthly autocrosses
and several Time Trial locations used
during the year. We were proud to
be able to run 100-140 cars at autocross with 9-12 60-90 second laps
each month. Third gear was always
needed. Not bad for a parking lot!
2000 was the year Ron Mistak
became part of the driving team.
Unbeknown to us, he was the overall winner at the very first PCA Club
Race (Second Creek Raceway near
Denver). The rest of us had never
heard of Club Racing, but Ron
found out that Roger Penske (who
owned the California Speedway in
Fontana) had just decided to allow
clubs to rent the facility, and he
thought it was time for our region

to get into the game. A core team
quickly came together. We spent the
next two years working our tails off
trying to produce the absolute best
event we could. But Ron didn’t want
just a race... He wanted a Festival.
“Someday we’ll have a Ferris Wheel
like Le Mans.”
So, in 2002 we held the first Festival. There was no Ferris wheel, but
we had a great turnout of racers,
time trialers, the largest Vendor Row
I’ve ever seen at a Club Race and
about 5,000 Porsche enthusiasts.
There was a swap meet, driving simulators, a mini autocross, lunch time
track tours, guest speakers, slot cars,
Porsche Time Lines and more. Just
about everything we could think of
got implemented and, for a first year
event, we were happy to walk away
with about $40,000 more than we
started with.
2003 was a disaster. Because we
failed to secure a date, we had to tag

along with a Grand Am race, which
killed a lot of the momentum built
up in 2002. 2004 got back on track,
but it was going to take some time to
get back to the 2002 level.
Festival started as a region event,
but after a few years the board decided
to drop the event. The management
team immediately approached our
Zone 8 Rep, Bev Gould, who was
more than happy to make Festival an
annual Zone 8 event.
Team management evolved. When
Tom Brown became Zone 8 Rep he
took a direct interest in Festival and
eventually became the co-chair with
Vince Knauf. When Vince and Cecelia retired my wife, Suesan, stepped
up and co-managed the event with
Tom through this last year.
I was the registrar for that first
race in 2002. I had reached out to
several of the largest club race registrars for help and soon had everything I needed to handle registration.

Among those sending help were Lisa
Musante, Donna Amico, Helen
Lane, Bill Larkin, Tim Westby, Glen
Gatlin, Don Busby, George & Connie Beuselinck and others. This was
my first involvement with a PCA
Club Race and they made sure I had
everything I needed to do my job.
But, as usual... It proved once
again, it’s not just the cars!
The following several pages offer a
collage of photos in my attempt to
show the variety of events that were
incorporated into the CFOS
I’ve been to more than 15 other
PCA Club Racing venues, am always
amazed by the dedication of so many
of the volunteers, and always walk
away realizing that what we were
doing in Fontana, primarily because
we were able to market to Porsche
“enthusiasts” throughout the Zone
was truly unique
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Lots of stuff for kids, old and young
It took 300 volunteers working 4 hour shifts to make this 3-day
event run smoothly. Traffic control used the most volunteers with
Grid, Track Tours and everything else taking up the rest.
It was a great year when we discovered that we could pay the track
to stop using their (terrible) track food and we were allowed to bring
in a variety of food trucks (one dedicated to coffee).
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A SLIPPERY SLOPE
STORY BY CHERYL LEHMAN COLLIER; PHOTOS PROVIDED BY CHERYL LEHMAN COLLIER & JEFF BROWN

H

aving come from an
extremely frugal family, in
2005 we bought our first
Porsche (against my better judgment). It was a 996 Cabriolet that
made my new husband look like a
12-year-old boy after test driving it.
So, I said yes. Little did I know what
that decision was going to mean for
my life.
We moved to Chicago in the Fall
of the next year. When Spring hit my
husband announced he had signed
us up for the Autocross School. My
response, “No, uh-uh. That sounds
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expensive. Brakes, tires. I don’t want
to do this.” As the expression goes,
I went kicking and screaming. One
skid pad later I exclaimed, “We are
doing this!”
Our first year in PCA we made
life-long friends participating in
Autocross. The next thing we started
was Drivers Education. The next
(because we had an affinity) we
became DE driving instructors. It
wasn’t long before I became the Autocross Coordinator for our region —
for six years. Then I picked up the
Autocross School for four years.

In April 2009 we bought our first
air-cooled Porsche, a black 993 C2.
Oh, how we loved the mechanics and
drivability of that little beauty. 993s
are true driver’s cars. The next year it
became our track car. As we got more
serious, we bought spare wheels and
better tires which we Jed and Elly
May Clampitt-ed to the track via a
roof rack. Not a sight you often see.
Strangers took pictures.
In November 2010 we bought our
second 993, an Arena Red C2S. We
had officially lost our minds. Her
name is Starla and she gets a LOT

of attention from folks who love to
leave us notes on the windshield —
just in case we are ever tempted to
sell. Not a chance.
We picked up wheel to wheel in
the form of the 24 Hours of Lemons
which, if you are not familiar, is an
endurance race for crap cans. This
experience, along with his boyhood
dream, encouraged my husband to
join the Club Race community. We
shared the 993 C2, me driving DE
and my husband Club Racing. I was
pit support. A couple of years later
I was ready to take the plunge into
Club Racing myself.
My first race was at our “home
track,” Road America. I was so nervous. I was particularly proud of
myself for not hitting the rev limiter,
or anyone else, during the start. With
two Sprints under my belt, it was
time for the Enduro. Rain was on the
horizon, but when? We watched the
weather and chose wrong — slicks.
At the green flag the sky opened. A
very INTENSE deluge! During my
pit stop a friend leaned into my car
and said, “You know, you can pit longer than five minutes if you want.”
My response, “I can? Let’s do that!”
Fifty-five cars started the race, seventeen finished. I was one of the seventeen, in fact... Seventeenth. Every
muscle in my body was clenched the
entire time!
By 2015 we had purchased an
open aluminum trailer to further
facilitate our new hobby/passion

Title photo: His and Her’s
Top: Cheryl at Road Atlanta
Bottom: Cheryl and husband,
John Collier
Next page: Big Willie and the
stacker
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and the accompanying gear. This
required replacing my commuter
car with something that could tow, a
VW Touareg.
Tired of sharing a race car, my husband purchased a 2007 Cayman S in
September 2016. He immediately
set about converting to a SPC. His
and her race cars. New problem; how
to get two cars to the track. Enter a
2010 diesel Ford Expedition and a
brand new Trailex open aluminum
trailer. Having towed the Trailex
twice a friend (who shall remain
nameless) let us borrow his Cargo
Mate stacker and F450 for our trek
to Watkins Glen. You guessed it.
After two events we bought the
stacker, sold the Trailex and Expedition and borrowed the big 450
for about a year and a half. Then
came Big Willy, an F650 extended
cab with full bed topper, which tows
like it’s not dragging 20,000 lbs and
garners MUCH more attention than
the race cars.
Another Big Step
In 2020, during the Road America Club Race, the Chicago Region
President mentioned that the crew
who had run the event for 20+ years
was retiring. All of them. Stupidly,
I raised my hand to volunteer. But
that’s what I do. The next month I

was named the new Chair. What had
I done?
I was fortunate to inherit a few
folks who had worked on the old
crew, but I went to work to recruit
the rest. The Chicago Region did not
disappoint! Our incredible membership stepped up and answered my
desperate call. We started meeting
monthly to plan for our Memorial
Day DE event. That went really
well. Now on to the BIG event
— The Road America Challenge
(aka TRAC), a combined DE and
National Club Race (Holy $#@&)!
I don’t think the average Joe has
any idea what goes into planning
an event of this magnitude. There
are track contracts to negotiate, a
twelve-page Club Race application
with questions that require a LOT
of research, hotel blocks to book,
sponsorships, and the associated
announcements to plan, giveaways
to organize, the new electronic event
program to create, meetings with
the National Stewards and so much
more. Because TRAC has a long and
lauded history, my team needed to
live up to that.
We also planned the traditional
Porsche Parade on the original road
course, a top-notch dinner banquet
at historic Siebkens Resort under a
massive tent for more than 500 and,

for the first time, six PCA Juniors
events during the long weekend. I’m
very focused on indoctrinating the
youth of our organization so they
become the next generation of our
wonderful club. Though the Juniors
events were lightly attended, I’m
hopeful the word will spread, and
more families will join in the fun
with the driver(s) in their family.
Psst, spread the word!
This first year I shouldered more
responsibility than will be needed
moving forward, but it was important for me to understand all that
needed to happen. And it’s a lot!
TRAC would not have been possible without the help of my core crew,
in no particular order: Dave, Susan,
Mark, Dana, Stanley, Glenn, Bob,
John, Todd, Ross, Eric, Joe, Heather,
and Jody — plus about 50 additional
volunteers to pull the whole thing
off. I would be remiss if I didn’t also
thank Keith Clark, previous Chair,
for his support and tutelage.
Fifteen Years
It’s been almost fifteen years since
this whole saga started, but we have
enjoyed it every step of the way. As
the club motto goes, “It’s not just
the cars, it’s the people.” Or as I like
to tell people, “It’s a slippery slope...
And I’m on it!”

FIA (8856-2000) APPROVED. SFI 3.3/5.

The PUMA EverFit + Pro race shoe features the latest technology in foot stability and support
for the race professional. The PUMA EverFit + Pro race shoe features a soft full-grain leather
outer shell offering exceptional comfort and protection, while a rounded heel cup and textured
rubber outsole derived from F1 provides the ultimate in precise, delicate, and quick footwork. The
PUMA EverFit + Pro shoe also incorporates a ‘quick lace’ system with soft Kevlar eyelets extending from
the cage network enabling secure, easy, and fast conformation and proper support of the entire foot.
• Full grain leather upper, super strong and supple
• Rounded heel cup for a natural foot
movement on the pedals
• Quick lace system with soft Kevlar eyelets
• Textured rubber outsole for optimum grip

The PUMA EverFit + Pro shoe features a dynamic lacing
system that locks the upper and outer sole to the foot
through a network of Kevlar cables extending from the top
sole to the outer sole creating a complete dynamic support
cage for the driver’s foot.
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Driver’s Edge Autosport
Framor Safety
Performance Speed Tech
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|
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|

UT
BC
MX
TX

Authorized Centers Spring Mountain Motorsports
| 801-475-9380
Track First
| 604-298-5531 Wine Country Motor Sports
| (52)555276-0558 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 817-512-4780 Wine Country Motor Sports

• FIA 8856-2000 Approved
• SFI 3.3/5 Approved
• Available only in the black/white/red
color combination.
• Sizes: 39-47 (7-13US)

AVANTI SUIT
FIA APPROVED (8856-2000)
SFI 3.3/5

|
|
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|
|

NV
OH
CA
CO
FL

|
|
|
|
|

775-727-6363
234-380-5978
707-935-7223
303-799-6606
561-748-5328

To find a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501
or find us on the web at: puma.subesports.com

PODIO GLOVE
FIA APPROVED (8856-2000)

Subé Sports is the exclusive
distributor of PUMA Motorsports
products in the USA.
www.subesports.com

30 YEARS OF CLUB RACING
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE, THE MORE...
STORY BY ALAN FRIEDMAN, PHOTOS BY KEN HILLS & ERIC TEXLER

A

s I was prepping my car for
the 30th anniversary Potomac
Club Race last September,
I got to thinking about the whole
30 years: We must be closing in on
900 events, assuming 100 entries
per event that’s 9000+ entries, with
at least 2 races per entry per event
thats 18000 race starts and checker
flags, thousands of Workers Choice
awards....
I also ruminated a bit on that first
year - 1992 - with 4 races: Second
Creek, Summit Point, Pocono, and
Lime Rock. While I was heavily
involved with all four host Regions,
being a Potomac member put me
a bit closer to the Region executive committee and their planning
efforts. At one point they let me
know that they still had concerns,
and would I be willing to go to meet
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with the owner of Summit Point Bill Scott - to discuss what we - PCA
National - were doing? I said sure.
I knew Bill well from years of Potomac Driver’s Ed at Summit - I think
Potomac Region was one of the
tracks biggest customers - and also I
had bent his ear some when I began
vintage racing in the late 80’s. Bill
was a European Formula V Champion, had owned and operated Summit Point since the 1980, and was a
polite, thoughtful, and deeply racing
oriented individual. So one Saturday
morning I met Potomac’s first Club
Race Chairman - Jim Loftis - at
Bill’s house for coffee. I had all my
Club Race viewgraphs and stuff, but
since it was Bill, I just started with a
few sentence summary. He stopped
me after about the third sentence,
thought for moment, then looked at

me and said “this is no-brainer, let’s
do it”. A major endorsement...
So I totally enjoyed myself at the
30th anniversary of Potomac’s 1992
inaugural Club Race. Between a
couple of sessions I had a chance
to contemplate all the years and all
the evolutions that have occurred in
Club Racing since the summer of
‘92. And the more I thought about
it, the more I realized that - in many
ways - 2021 was not that much different from 1992.

The title photo was taken at
the 25th PCA Club Racing
anniversary at the Summit
Point in 2016

You may know Isringhausen Imports is an authorized Porsche, BMW,
Mercedes-Benz and Volvo dealer, but did you know we also inventory and
sell factory-built 911 GT3 Cup and Cayman GT4 Clubsport race cars?
We always carry a great selection of new and pre-owned Porsche vehicles.
Plus, we accept Porsche race cars and virtually any street cars as trade-ins.
Our passion for Porsche has led us to the racetrack ... and now we’ve brought
the racetrack into the showroom.

Here are ten things that I believe
have endured in our program over
the years and, no doubt will continue into the future:
1. Summit Point - still a wonderful track! Because of Club Racing I
have now driven at or officiated at
just about every road racing facility
in the U.S. and Canada.
But I still rank Summit Point
at or near the top in terms of the
things that matter to me as a racer.
It is a challenging and rewarding
two miles, with great speed and flow,
still looking like a race track (rather
than an Armco/concrete jungle), and
presents truly classic passing opportunities
2. PCA Driver’s Education programs - the training ground. The
Club Racing population is overwhelmingly rooted in DE; that’s
where we get the quality seat time,
the quality early instruction, and
where we get well along to 10,000
hours of seat time to train our subconscious to do most of the very quick
reaction driving stuff. That allows us
to think during the race about strategy/tactics, how the car is behaving,
“managing the situations” as they
occur. And Potomac’s DE program
has been large and very active going
back to the ‘70s when I started...
3. Camaraderie - still a key ingredient - its the people! So many good
relationships, great conversations,
new folks to meet and hang with
every time I go to a Club Race...
4. Hybrid organization. National
Club Racing for all things that assure
consistency to the racer, Regional
event teams for local plans and logistics. Still works for me to see those
handful of people with National
shirts, roving the pits, giving the key
talks, being a presence and providing
unbiased monitoring.
5. National rules and emphasis with penalties - on clean/safe/skillful
racing. Sure we have lots more technical rules, more classes, etc., I think
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these work, and for sure the backbone of the rules related to clean/
safe/skillful racing is still there.
6. A place for all Porsches - at least
those with 2 doors and of the more
sporting variety, and those of every
Porsche era. Certainly the field in
1992 looked a bit like the Vintage
group in 2021, but the fields today
are wonderfully rich with the full
range of Porsche models.
7. Plenty of entry level Porsche
models for adding another Porsche
to the garage to just prepare and
race. In ’92 it was mostly 944s, but
Boxsters and Caymans have clearly
bulked up the grids, they make
superb race cars and add to the great
racing at every Club Race!
8. Conservative financially for
Regions and National. Since I do
both vintage and PCA racing - I
have the sense from entry fees and
the size of the fields that there is still
enough flexibility for the Regions
and National Club Racing to meet
the financial needs of each event and
the overall program.

Alan Friedman at Summit Point
Club Race Saturday banquet
this year speaking about our 30
years of Club Racing

9. Keystone awards that emphasize
participation, preparation, and skill.
I still get a tingle when I hear the
Worker’s Choice awards announced.
When that started it was sort of a
pain for the Steward to solicit/collect
votes from the Corner Workers, but
boy did they enjoy it, and it rapidly
became a notable fixture...
10. Its still sports car racing right!? Regardless of car/class/track,
the experience has all of the “rush”
elements of racing - speed, opportunity, disappointment, satisfaction, of
course a hint of danger, reward for
skill and concentration...
Many thanks to everyone in Potomac for stepping up in 1992, and
for working each year to make this
event an annual milestone. And a
huge thanks to all the other Regions
and their Club Race event teams and
racers. You’ve done good for 30 years
- keep it up!
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is not easy. Don’t get me started on
how many gearboxes I went through
last year. But, if you keep pushing and
survive, the reward is… (What am I
saying? This is amateur racing. There
is no reward. Just keep pushing!)
A little joke...
How does a Spec Boxster driver
introduce him/herself at an afterrace evening party?
“Hey, sorry man.”
It has come to my attention that
some people in other classes may
think SPB drivers are reckless, if not
plain crazy (I’m looking at you, Flavio Galliani). And for that, we are
sorry. We just have a lot of really
competitive people trying to beat
each other, all the time, every session.
And sometimes things go wrong. We
don’t mean to screw up.
The Car

SILVER #31 SPEC BOXSTER
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
STORY BY SETH HIGGINS, 2021 SPB NATIONAL CHAMPION PHOTOS BY JOHN SHOFNER JR

Competition and camaraderie. That’s what it’s all about

Spec Boxster (SPB) is by far the
largest class in PCA club racing. New
cars are built or traded all the time.
In 2020, there were 101 competitors.
In 2021, our count rose to 132. The
next largest PCA classes, GTB1 had
64 and GTD 38. SPB accounts for
17% of all PCA racers. With a large
entry base, we get 20+ cars in races,
with hungry drivers eager to improve
their skill. Spec Boxster is the game
to play, if you can stand the heat.
The Driver

A thriving Spec Boxster racer
embraces three key qualities…
Humility — Before getting into
a spec class, I thought I was fast
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enough. For my vintage racing? Sure.
For a class with only 3-5 cars. Usually. When competing against 20+ of
the best in every race? No. Never fast
enough. These guys take skill development to a new level. Comparatively, I sucked when I switched to
SPB two years ago (and arguably still
now). Time to admit mistakes and
fix them. I had an underdeveloped
image of what fast driving meant.
In SPB, there are a bunch of other
fast drivers, and they are all figuring out their own problems, to beat
you. As buddies, we push each other
to new limits. And the car demands
humility. It’s not as unforgiving as a
vintage 911, but it will bite you way

more than almost anything newer
than 2000. A driver who openly and
quickly embraces their faults will get
better every day... Then realize how
much farther there is to go.
Femininity — Not a problem for
our women drivers, but men must be
unashamed, actually proud, of driving
a Boxster. I love it, and it is clearly less
masculine than a 911. True to form,
the car responds well to handling with
subtle finesse and sensitivity.
Determination — The glory of
Spec Boxster is in the pain we endure.
Racing equal cars and competitive
drivers narrows the margin of error.
Little mistakes of any kind will set
you back. While the car is simple, it

Our base car is a first-generation
Boxster with 2.5L motor (19971999). There were plenty out there
to pick from, like a bag of Chiclets.
Then we realized what a superior
racing car they could be, and prices
went up (Coincidence or causality?).
Factoid: Legend has it that all early
Boxsters were actually born silver.
Only a rare few were mysteriously
repainted red, black, or even yellow
by factory gnomes whimsically honoring the German flag. -Pick your own roll cage, seat, safety
gear, and livery, but everything else
mechanical is identical to the spec.
Title photo: Making the last
pass for the season championship
Top: Boxsters sleeping
(inset photo - Seth Higgins)
Center: Some of the Texas
Tornadoes
Bottom: Collecting dents
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FREE FREIGHT
USE CODE: PCAFREE

It’s not a fast car. We get about
180hp to the rear wheels, with a
minimum weight of 2650 lbs. Sure,
it has more power than a 914-4, a
912, or a non-turbo 944. Otherwise, it has less muscle than almost
everything else. But, it is balanced,
nimble, and comfortable. Really
comfortable: power steering, power
brakes, ABS, soft springs… The lap
of luxury.
We get to choose a pair of 500lb and
450lb springs to use. Everyone I know
runs stiff in the front and soft in the
rear. No innuendo intended. Dampers can be either Bilstein or Motion
Control Suspension. MCS are more
expensive but better. MCS shocks
have only been available since 2019,
so you’ll see many cars with Bilstein.
Besides the stock sway bars, you
can use a Tarrett adjustable bar. Fullsoft on the Tarrett is about the same
as the stock anti-roll.
Tires are Toyo RR dry and R888
rains. The RR’s last forever (12+
cycles) and stay fast for a while (8-12
cycles). Depending on the track surface, they usually come in a little slow,
so your best grip may be in cycles 3-7
instead of the first or second. They
are about $1k a set, and you can be
competitive with one new set per race
weekend. This tire levels the playing
field, because it’s performance is consistent for so long. Unless you abuse
them, but that’s on you. A lot of SPB
skill is in tire treatment.
What’s the diff?

There is no LSD for SPB. We must
run a stock open diff, because no
other option is currently available.
Even if somebody did make an LSD,
purists rightfully argue that LSD
setup may un-level the playing field.
So equally, we all dread spinning our
inside rear when exiting a turn and
losing all our power. We learn to be
smooth on throttle, no matter how
much we hate it.
The Fun

As much as we want to win (all
the time, every session), we still revel
in the successes of our companions.
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4119 SERIES SEAT
Deep shoulder supports
Back mount capable
Cool air induction
Head Restraint & Non HR models
4 sizes to suit all body shapes

From

$1990
All cars are required to have a dedicated one‐piece race seat with routing for straps.
2021 PCA Club Racing Rules (Car Requirements Applicable to all Classes, sec 4)

www.racetech-usa.com

sales@racetech-usa.com

704 450 4507

ON THE COVER
My most impactful experiences last
year were from these SPB events of
cooperative competition. On track,
we tried to kill each other. Off track,
we shared data, tips, drinks, consolations, and congratulations.
Literally… At VIR, after Livio and
I had not one but two talks with the
steward for unnecessary roughness,
we went back to our AirBnB and
studied. We watched each other’s
videos together. We compared our
best lap data. We picked at our faults
and argued our perspectives. Fueled
by fine bourbon and the sheer will to
improve, we got faster and safer.

And, it’s not just us or that time.
Race paddocks across the country
are colored with packs of SPB drivers
hanging out together.
From Watkins Glen to Sonoma,
and all points in between, I saw the
same common theme... Boxsters
pitted in a row and drivers laughing
under the same tent.
Top: Bourbon, BS and a
great band

Steve Geldman, a professional photographer from
Santa Barbara took this beautiful cover photo at the
October 30-31 California Festival of Speed.
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The #314 car is a 2011 Cayman running in GT3 class
and driven by Kent Harman. The car was built and
maintained by Loren Beggs at 911 Design in Monrovia.
The #31 car is a 1981 911 (started life that way) and
is driven by Roland Schmidt.
Unfortunately, it seems that this might have been our
last opportunity to produce an event at this facility, but
we’ll just have to wait and see how things work out.

Bottom: Boxsters passing
start at Eagles Canyon
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MY ROAD TO
PCA CLUB RACING
STORY BY JOHN POOR; PHOTOS PROVIDED BY JOHN POOR AND CHRIS WAY

T

he road for me to Club Racing started, literally, the day
I was born; May 1st, 1962.
That fateful day, I was brought home
from the hospital in a ‘62 D’Iteran
75 HP Roadster (a gods eye photo of
that car is to the right).
You see, my parents, Glenn and
Betty Poor, were charter members
of the Lincoln Trail Region, which is
a small region in the heart of rural
Illinois. Despite not having the requisite number for a quorum, a small
group of Porsche enthusiasts made it
happen and the Lincoln Trail Region
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was born.
My Dad raced go-karts competitively in the ‘50s with good success,
but decided to get out of karting due
to the expense. Of course this was
all before I was even a twinkle in my
Dad’s eye, so I was naturally envious
of my older brother who had the
opportunity to race one of my Dad’s
Moss karts (which were the hot setup
in the day).
My Dad raced the twin
McCullough engined kart, and my
brother was relegated to the single.
After my Dad’s karting successes,

my parents became very involved
in all things Porsche, even before
they were members of PCA. Time,
distance rallying, gymkhanas, autocrosses, track days at Road America
(before the days of the Driver’s Education programs), etc. Typically at
track type events, my Dad would get
the top time of day, and my Mom
would be second overall. Not sure if
that was on purpose; my Mom was
quite a traditional gal, yet very talented. It wouldn’t have surprised me
if she had held back a little for Dad’s
sake. Dad always said she had all the
talent. He was being modest, but
Mom was a very, very good driver!
One fateful day at Blackhawk
Farms Raceway in our ‘73 911T created the dream for me to race one
day. Dad took me out as a “passenger” on track that day. The experience was completely intoxicating for
a 12 year old lad. I was hooked.
I starting racing in PCA in the
2002 season, while John Crosby
was the National Chair. I co-drove
a Sheridan bodied 914/6 that season
with a dear friend, Tom Bosworth,
who had at the time recently retired
from Ford as one of their top drivetrain engineers.
We started that year at Indianapolis Raceway Park, where I first
met our Scrutineer extraordinaire
Donna Amico. It was also the first
time I met Tim McKenzie and his
yellow and black 914/6. Tim really
impressed me with his driving skill,
of course, but also with his demeanor
and kindness. Tim was such a gentleman, as well as being such a talented
driver. I really miss Tim! :(
After moving to Florida in 2003, I
met Kevin Wheeler at KMW Motorsports and got into vintage racing in
HSR. Through Kevin and his team
I met Elliot Forbes-Robinson (EFR).
EFR is such a gentleman, and also a
great teacher/mentor. He took the
time to give me lots of instruction
at numerous tracks and also lots of
advice. When I asked him if he were
me, what would he do regarding racing, he simply said to race a 914/6
with Kevin. He said Kevin is the best

Center and bottom: Shots of John’s Spec Cayman
at Road America this year:
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914 guy that he’s ever raced with,
period (and EFR started out with
Richie Ginther!).
Keith Fritze, another one of premier Scrutineers, encouraged me
to build and race a Spec Cayman.
Keith took his considerable engineering expertise, as well as his experience with Spec Boxster (SPB) and
designed Spec Cayman (SPC)with a
lot of help testing from various PCA
racers and shop owners, including
Spencer Cox, Todd Pajonas, Tim
Olson, and Steve Anderson.
The result is what I’d describe as
the best bang for the buck in PCA
Club Racing. With running costs
that are easily half that of a GTB1
Cayman, the SPC package is capable of some pretty remarkable performance, all things considered.
Keith helped me build my car from
scratch in my shop in northern
Minnesota over two winters, and
now we’re still trying to get everything dialed in, including the nut
behind the wheel, me! :)
Now that the worst of COVID is
over (hopefully), it’s time to look to
the ‘22 season. How about Sebring?
Road Atlanta anyone? Watkins
Glen? You can’t miss the hospitality of Brainerd! And of course Road
America. I love the racing, but must
say, as I age, that I love the social
aspect of PCA Club Racing almost
as much as the racing itself.
See you all at the track!
Fraternally,
John Poor
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Be Smart, Not Sorry
Winners Do The Research

THE PORSCHE 914
STORY BY FRED BENEDICT; PHOTOS PROVIDED BY FRED BENEDICT AND SKIP CARTER

T

he Porsche 914. Somewhat
controversial when introduced because of heavy VW
influence. Affordable, considered
entry level. Mid-engine, somewhat
underpowered but fun to drive.
Some early success in early racing
ventures. Very popular because of
lower cost with amateur racers in
‘80s and ‘90s. They were light weight
with good handling and reasonably
competitive in spite of poor aerodynamics and less than ideal rear suspension design.
I chose a 914 as my first race car
in 1995. I had been very active in
the Drivers Ed scene since 1990 with
my 1986 930 that I modified quite
a bit. When I considered moving up
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to racing I felt the 930 was too modified to run in the stock class and,
while still a drivable street car, not
competitive in the modified classes.
One of the fastest cars in the
Southeast region at the time was a
highly modified 914 being run by
Steve and Andy McNeil. I felt a 914
made the perfect entry level race
car because of the lower initial cost
(911s were generally more expensive)
and, if modified correctly, they could
be very competitive.
I became very friendly with the
McNeils and felt I could benefit
from their experience. I began looking for affordable race prepped 914s
in the Panorama classified section
and found a rental 914 race car with

a stock 3.0 liter engine in Wisconsin
and agreed to try it out at the Walter
Mitty Challenge (a Historic Sports
Car race) at Road Atlanta in the
spring of 1995. If I liked it my rental
fee would apply to the purchase. I
did a Skip Barber 3-day race school
and HSR felt that was adequate with
my five years and instructor status
doing DE’s. I was given a provisional
race license with HSR.
I was placed in the GTO class in a
run group that included IMSA GTP
cars and NASCARs. The dip was
still part of Road Atlanta. Can you
believe my first wheel to wheel racing
had me in a (new to me) relatively
underpowered 914 on the same track
as 962s, NASCARs and other very
AMERICAN DESIGNED
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fast IMSA GTP cars! Fortunately my
rear view mirror worked reasonably
well and I was able to avoid getting
collected as I got lapped by everybody. I came in dead last but had a
great time with no accidents and survived. I bought the car
At home I began sorting it out
and did a few DE’s. It came with a
locked, welded-up rear diff that I
hated. It either understeered or you
had to slide the rear end to get it to
turn. I found a 901 gearbox with a
Quaife limited slip at a Watkins Glen
DE and did my first PCA clubrace
at Summit Point in 1995. Because I
had a 3.0 liter motor I was placed in
Group 1 and came in dead last again.
I should have lied and said it was a
2.8 liter, which would have put me
in Group 2... Still not a front runner,
but not last.
I had fun racing it and doing DE’s
the following year. My stock 3.0 liter
finally crapped out and I replaced it
with a 2.8. I enjoyed three or four
years of good racing in Group 2 and
also raced with HSR. Some of my
best memories of the early years was
doing the HSR event at Roebling
Road and racing in the 914 challenge
race. Hurley Haywood would drive
the Brumos 914 and I usually managed to come in 5th or 6th behind
Hurley, Andy McNeil, Ron Zitza,
and Dave Rodenroth.
I then decided I wanted to go faster
(don’t we all???) and put in a 3.4 liter
motor that was way too powerful for
my 901 tranny which was replaced
by a 915 tranny. That began many
years of frequent DNF’s because of
clutch issues, oil leaks, fuel injection
issues etc. (Maybe I should have
stayed with carburetors). We finally
got the car to finish a few races and
I now found myself racing against
water cooled Cup Cars. I went to a
3.6 liter motor but was destined to
be a backmarker running with faster
and faster Cup Cars. I was reasonably competitive at Roebling Road
and Carolina Motorsports Park (I
considered them “handling” tracks).
My best finish was 4th overall (out of
about 30 cars) in 2008.
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As the water cooled cars kept getting faster and I didn’t, I realized
I either needed a different car or
needed to look at something else.
Being a backmarker just was not that
much fun. My last PCA race was in
2013 at VIR. I raced it a few times a
year with NASA where I was quite
competitive at CMP and Roebling
Road. When the Vintage Class was
born with PCA I decided to give that
a try. I did my first Vintage class race
at Summit Point in 2020 and had
a great time. Hopefully the Vintage
Class will grow and I hope to do
more races in the future with PCA.
I had a great time racing it at the
Sports Car Together Fest at Indy last
September. It tends to be a very popular car and I hear a lot of sentimental stories from people who used to
own a 914.
I have had the 914 now for over 25
years. You don’t see them racing in
PCA as much as they used to except
in the Vintage Class (for obvious
reasons). I can’t imagine selling it.
It would not be worth much I suspect. I have seen several very famous
highly modified 914s like mine (only
better) come up for sale and they are
not worth as much as I would have
thought.
I am having fun with it again and
am re-connecting with some of the
guys I used to race against back in
the day. Unfortunately they are still
beating me. Fortunately there is
always something we can do to make
the car faster!!!

Top: At September’s Porsche
Sportscar Together Festival at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
Fred was one of dozens of
PCA Club Racers seated in the
Porscheplatz tent signing posters
for a very long line of fans.
Middle & Bottom: Photos of Fred’s
914 being admired in the garage
at Indianapolis
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RACE READY?

*Pre race and event preparation
*Enclosed professional transportation
*Track side support and service
*Track car maintenance, builds,
Development and support
*Professional racing arrive and drive programs
in IMSA and SRO America World Challenge
*Proud dealer and installer: Forgeline, JRZ,
Porsche Motorsport, TPC, Bosch, Aim & Motec
*Porsche Approved Collision Center
*Bolt in roll bars & custom weld in roll cages

RANDOM PHOTOS

World Fastest Turbo S
EKanooRacing

1/4 Mile Record 9.397 @ 146MPH

1st Place - Time Attack 2
Porsche of Colorado Springs

2015 Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

World Fastest Turbo S (Stock Turbo)
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Predator Performance

Vengeance Racing

1/2 Mile Record @ 177MPH

1/4 Mile Record 9.717 @ 143MPH
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GETTING BACK
STORY & PHOTOS BY MATT ROMANOWSKI, TRAILBRAKE.COM

I

recently shared my car at a DE
event with a friend who hadn’t
driven on track for two years.
While a DE is not racing (or preparation for racing!), the act of getting
back into driving is the same for
both activities.
With the winter break upon us and
our first snowfall outside my house,
it will be a few months before many
of us hit the track again. Even for
those lucky enough to live in warmer
climates, it’s not uncommon to
have a month or two off in between
events, championships, or seasons
of driving. When we have those
breaks, it’s easy to regress on some of
our skills, lose focus, and not be as
quick as we once were. Using data,
we can quickly identify areas we can
improve and get back to our previous
performance.
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The first and easiest place to do
this is by looking at a speed trace.
Universal in every data system, the
speed trace is the result of all the
driver inputs, vehicle performance,
and weather conditions. You certainly can’t explain the same speeds
in the rain as the dry, but also be
aware of any gear changes, engine
upgrades, or suspension changes.
These will all play a roll in the speed
that you see, so make sure the performance change is the driver and not
vehicle upgrades!
When comparing two speed traces,
we can quickly identify the differences and then start to dig deeper. In
this comparison, we can see the top
speeds, shown near the numbered
locations, of the faster session are
much higher. The difference in the
top speeds is much larger than the

difference in the minimum speeds,
so it’s a good place to start trying to
gain some time. Top speed, assuming the engine is OK and there isn’t
another problem, is also usually one
of the easier things to fix when it’s
this far off. The minimum speeds,
noted with letters, are slower, but
that is also a harder thing to improve.

Above: Looking at just the
speed trace, we can quickly
see what areas highlight the
greatest speed difference
and subsequent lap time
changes. The numbered
locations show coasting
while the lettered areas are
lower corner speeds.

When we add the throttle trace to
the mix we quickly see what is going
on. When we look at the first straight
away marked 1, we see that the driver
in yellow was full throttle until they
completely lifted. The driver in the
gold trace lifted early and coasted
into the corner. This is also displayed
in the speed trace were the transition
from accelerating (graph moving up)
to slowing/braking (graph moving
down) is much more rounded in the
gold trace.
The differences in the throttle trace
are visible in 2, 3, and 4 the same as in
1. The slow transition from throttle
to brake shown by the either an early
lift or non vertical drop of the throttle
trace is a common problem for many
drivers. It’s an easy place to pick up
time and make sure you are accelerating as long as possible. As a bit of
a counter point, the small change in
how soon and quickly a driver lifts
out of the throttle can play a roll in
their fuel usage. When a driver is
known to be good at saving fuel in
an endurance race, this is one of the
areas that they can tailor their inputs
to maintain speed and lap time, while
slightly reducing the fuel savings.
When we add brake pressure to
the story, we can see the last area of
time change. In each of the five brake
zones, the pressure of the gold driver
rises at a good rate, but never achieves
the same maximum. This lower maximum means they are not slowing at
the same rate as the blue driver. A bit
of a caveat here is that the gold driver
was not going as fast, so they would
not need as much brake pressure as
the faster blue driver. If they applied
the same high brake pressure, they
would certainly over slow for the corner more than they already did!
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Phone: 203-723-8928
www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic is the leading producer of racing
and street performance software.
®

Adding just throttle position to the speed trace quickly gives us
more of the story. The lettered areas in the throttle trace show early
lifting and not carrying full throttle as far. This explains the coasting
areas in the first graph and the reduced straightaway speeds.

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every
car in the Cayman Interseries.
Softronic® software has also powered winning
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races
from coast to coast.
Street or track, Softronic® software helps you
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

Finally, adding in brake pressure, we see lower overall brake pressure,
but that can be a result of the lower speed. The same overall time braking with similar decel rates tells the story on the over slowing.

As you get back into the 2022 race
season, I hope that you use your data
to help prepare using video with data,
track planning (speeds, brake usage,
max lateral G forces, max speed, etc),
and then use the data to get you back

to your 2021 form as quickly as possible. When you identify a deficiency
in your driving, figure out which
things measure that can give you
some insight to quantify that skill
and then work to improve it.

Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman.
Enhanced with Softronic® software.

HAS FORMULA 1 REALLY
ARRIVED IN THE US?
STORY BY DANIELLE BADLER; PHOTOS FROM GOOGLE IMAGES

T

he answer is a resounding
YES, if stories in The Washington Post and PlanetF1
are to be believed. I know, I’m shaking my head, too. Pinch me. Am I
dreaming? After all these years?
Well, it’s hard to argue with the
scene in Austin, for the only F1 Circus visit to these United States this
year. Here’s how The Post described
it: “An estimated 140,000 at Circuit of the Americas contributing
to a sellout crowd that reflected the
growth of Formula One racing in a
country that executives view as critical to the sport’s development.”
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The racing was great. But, to me,
one of the highlights of the telecast,
the Sky Sports feed on ABC/ESPN,
was the return after two years of the
“Gridwalk” – ex-F1 driver Martin
Brundle’s trundle down the grid,
microphone in hand, interviewing
drivers, engineers, team principals,
major domos of the sport… And
Megan Thee Stallion.
What? Well, he tried to interview
Megan Thee Stallion, the Houston
rapper, and she did seem willing to
talk. But Martin was curtly cut off
by several, shall we say, very large
men who encircled her. And, oh by

the way, the same thing happened
when he tried to interview Serena
Williams. I know, it has nothing to
do with the racing. But it does make
for great TV, especially for the American market.
This is why I love the Brits. Brundle tweeted afterwards, “I have felt
under pressure on the grid before
but by people called Senna, Prost,
Schumacher, Mansel, Piquet and so
on. Bodyguards visiting the grid for
the first time don’t bother me, everyone’s got a job to do, but they could
maybe learn some manners and
respect on our patch.”

And, what do you know, according to PlanetF1, at the Mexican
Grand Prix Brundle confirmed new
protocols had been introduced after
Austin. “Celebrities aren’t obliged
to do interviews whilst on the grid,
but security entourages are now no
longer allowed to accompany them
on there,” he said. All this has made
Brundle, a long-retired F1 campaigner in his own right, more wellknown, even in this country, than
any of his exploits behind the wheel.
This is “Page 6” stuff! On F1!
How has this happened? According
to The Post, a lot of the interest is
being driven, so to speak, by the success of Drive to Survive, the multipart Netflix documentary series that
has chronicled the past three seasons
of F1 in dynamic, sometimes melodramatic fashion.
I’ve reviewed the past three seasons of Drive in this space. What
has consistently struck me is that
the series allows anyone to peek
behind the proverbial kimono, to
learn about just what makes the
best pilots in the world actually tick,
how they live, how they deal with
the relentless pressure of team principals, teammates, the press, the fans
and even, sometimes, lest we forget,
the actual racing.
And the teams. And the sponsors.
And the competition. Especially the
competition, especially this year. I
can’t wait for the fourth iteration of
the series, early next year, when they
do justice, I hope, to the truly monumental season-long duel between
Hamilton and Verstappen. It won’t
be easy – Verstappen is literally the
only driver who won’t participate
in the docu-drama, despite the fact
that his team, Red Bull, has been
very forthcoming each year. My
understanding is that Max believes
his words get taken out of context,
for the benefit of the series. So he’d
rather do one-on-one interviews
with reporters who will do what they
will do with his comments. Fine,
Max. Have it your way.
But why can’t I rid myself of this
feeling of déjà vu? Could it be that

I remember 20 years of the soldout sojourns to Watkins Glen, once
the home of F1 in the US? And the
infield “bog” that, one year, engulfed
a complete tour bus in flames?
And sent F1 on a vagabond tour of
street circuits in Las Vegas, Phoenix,
Detroit and… I can’t remember,
which is exactly the point.
Remember, too, the Lord giveth
and the Lord taketh away. Who
remembers the name of the world’s
current fastest human? The world
record holder for the mile, either
indoors or outdoors? The gold medalist in the last women’s Olympic figure skating competition? There was
a time when these names would roll
right off the tongue.
Same for the events. One example; the Melrose Games at Madison
Square Garden. And the featured
Wanamaker Mile. At one time, this
was huge, I tell you. Huge. And
now? I have no idea whether the
games even happen, much less get
television coverage at all.
No. With few exceptions, these
sports have their day in the limelight
every four years, if that. It’s a shame.
The athletes do what they do at a
level that compares directly against
the heroes of F1.
So, what does that mean for the
future of Formula 1? Was Austin
real? Or was it an aberration? Well,
next year, Miami is also on the
schedule. Although I believe the cir-

cuit is carved out of the on-ramps
and parking lots that circle the stadium where the Dolphins play. But
it should help.
And then, at this writing, there’s
the rumor that Porsche is considering fielding a team. Yes, Porsche.
Yes, a team. And then there’s the
rumor that Audi is trying to buy
the McLaren team. Yes, Audi. Yes,
McLaren.
Let’s all hoora… Wait just a minute. Haven’t we seen this picture
before? In the early ‘60s in F1? In
the early ‘80s in Indycar? Yes, yes,
Porsche has been supremely successful in sports and prototype racing over the years. But open-wheel?
Well, there’s the TAG engines of the
‘80s, and that’s about it.
So, my conclusion is that the
gnomes of Stuttgart and Ingolstadt
and Wolfsburg are calculating that
the success of Austin, a second race
in the US, a race next year in China
and the F1 Circus’ visit to every
continent except Antarctica are too
compelling a showcase to let go by.
And will enable the elves to feature
coming turbo-hybrid-electro-biofuel-hydrogen techno know-how that
will solidify the “sports car maker’s”
claim to mobile superiority for many
years to come.
I guess F1 really has arrived on
these shores. My question is whether
it has found a home.
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2021 HARD CHARGERS

2021 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS

BY DAVID ANDERSON, CHIEF OF NATIONAL TIMING & SCORING
Name

Region

Class

Description

Start

Finish

Index

Race

For direct access to sponsor website,
go to https://pcaclubracing.org/sponsors/

AUTO CLUB SPEEDWAY — OCTOBER 30-31
Geary Smith

LA

GT3

71 914-6

12

10

2

Sprint Race 1

Roland Schmidt

SDO

GT3

91 911

13

8

5

Sprint Race 2

Kelly McKnight

LPA

SPB

99 Boxster

17

12

5

Sprint Race 2

Mark Smith

GG

SPB

98 Boxster

8

6

2

Sprint Race 3

Kelly McKnight

LPA

SPB

99 Boxster

11

9

2

Sprint Race 3

DAYTONA — OCTOBER 22-24
Michael Japaluccio

CTV

SPB

98 Boxster

14

10

4

Blue Sprint 1

Joseph Viola

CTV

SPB

98 Boxster

19

10

9

Blue Sprint 2

Larry Wexler

FTR

GTB1

14 Cayman @

14

12

2

Red Sprint 1

Travis Bedson

PAL

GTC5

12 Cup

3

2

1

Red Sprint 2

Kinsley Payne

PST

GTD1

16 GT4 Clubsport

10

9

1

Red Sprint 2

Scott Lillie

CTV

SPB

99 Boxster

29

21

8

Yellow Enduro

EAGLES CANYON — OCTOBER 15-17
Terry Morris

WIC

SP1

84 944

38

26

12

Sprint Race 1

Jeff Strimel

MAV

SPB

99 Boxster

16

13

3

Sprint Race 2

Kris Pippin

KSC

SP1

87 924S

36

33

3

Sprint Race 2

Terry Morris

WIC

SP1

84 944

36

33

3

Sprint Race 2

Stacy Robins

RMT

GTB3

07 Cayman S

13

9

4

944 Sprint Race

Jeff Wiggins

MAV

SP1

87 944

29

25

4

944 Sprint Race

Kris Pippin

KSC

SP1

87 924S

32

28

4

944 Sprint Race

Todd Imwold

MAV

SP1

83 944

33

29

4

944 Sprint Race

SONOMA 1 — JULY 3-4

MOTORSPORTS

Andrew Forrest

GG

SPB

99 Boxster

27

17

10

Sprint Race 1

Frank Powell

SDO

GT4

86 911

14

5

9

Sprint Race 2

Tim Smith

GG

SPB

98 Boxster

19

15

4

Sprint Race 3

Kelly McKnight

LPA

SPB

99 Boxster

22

18

4

Sprint Race 3

John Mai

DIA

SPB

99 Boxster

23

19

4

Sprint Race 3

SONOMA II — OCTOBER 9-10
James Semien

GG

GT1

76 911 Turbo

9

6

3

Sprint Race 1

Eric Fulkerson

DIA

SPB

98 Boxster

23

20

3

Sprint Race 1

Mark Boschert

INT

SPB

99 Boxster

32

24

8

Sprint Race 2

\Behram Soonawala

GG

SP911

75 911SC

25

11

14

Sprint Race 3

THUNDERHILL II — SEPTEMBER 25-26

54

Chas Wirken

AZ

GTD1

16 GT4 Clubsport

24

16

8

Sprint Race 1

Seth Higgins

MAV

SPB

99 Boxster

18

11

7

Sprint Race 2

Greg Chiocco

GG

SPB

97 Boxster

26

19

7

Sprint Race 2

Joseph Kou

DIA

SPB

99 Boxster

14

1

4

Sprint Race 3
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PCA CLUB RACING 2021
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS
BY CONNOR HENDERSON, CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

Photo ad: $40 for 2 issues. Contact Skip Carter for credit card form: SkipCarter@pobox.com
1985 944 SP1 Club Racer (trailer optional)

$8,500

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines, forms, and the most current
program information can be found at https://pcaclubracing.org/contingency/

Very strong, dependable track car. Fresh engine and tranny, Guard LSD, short 5th,
AMB, Longacre convex mirror, hood pins, Sparco steering wheel, Odyessy battery, Nomex shifter boot, fire system, Weltmeister frt sway bar, Tarett rear bar, steel front control
arms, 400# front springs, coil over, 30mm rear torsion bar, cool suit, roll cage, race
seats and harnesses, spare fuel jugs, stock muffler, 2 sets wheels/tires & other parts.
PCA log book. Open trailer (with winch) available for $2,000. San Diego

				
•

GTC 4-8 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the Enduro
or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters

•

GTB 1-3 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the Enduro
or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters

•

Any open tire class running Pirelli Racing Slicks – Monetary discount to podium finishers

•

Fifth set of tires qualifies buyer for $2,000 credit towards their next set of tires

•

SP2, SP3, 911 CUP, E, GTA1, GTA2, and GTA3 classes – Tires awarded to podium finishers with five or
more cars in class

Complete set up for racing. Class winner and podium finisher for
last 4 years. Ready to race. Complete with 2 sets of wheels/tires
and 1 set of rains. 24 ft V-nose all aluminum Worthington 2220
Lb dual axle trailer with AC. Boxster and trailer details available for
interested buyer
$55,000 for package. Will consider separate car/trailer sale

•

SP1, SP2, SP3, SP996, SP997, SPB, SPC, D, E, and 911 Cup Class – Discount for podium finishers

Harry Kintzi 717.951.8449 Hekintz@yahoo.com

•

SP1 Class and SPB Class – Toyo Bucks awarded to 1st thru 5th based on number of cars in class

•

SPB – “MCS Cash” for registered winners if 8 or more cars in class

Skip Carter 619.992.9927 SkipCarter@pobox.com			

(21.4)

1975 Carrera 2.7 Liter $40000 OBO
Club racer 1995 - 2016 C, H, G, GT-5 Classes. Track Instructor car 2016-present. 81 races in log book. Chris Powell engine.
Front late Carrera oil cooler. Adjustable spring plates, big hollow torsion bars, Koni gas adjustables, big Charley bars. 3 sets 7’s
& 8’s. Porsche LSD Diff. Recaro SPG with Schroth Enduro belts. Headers with sport muffler. SSI’s available. RS 3.8 tail with wing.
Full cage. Radio harness. RS interior. All removed stock equipment and interior available plus H-1’s, 2 mufflers, C2 calipers, late
Carrera calipers, matching numbers engine case, stock ‘75 Carrera whale tail. Complete Spare CIS (77). Many more extras/spares.
Car suitable for Vintage, Spec classes, DE or your project.Car is located in Kennewick, Washington.
Phil Rochelle Call/Text 509.781.4751 Email rochelleracing@juno.com						

(22.1)

1970 914 Race Car
2.2 L 6-cylinder race motor, custom trans ratios, coil over suspension, fiber glass body panels, many spares and extras. not streetable, no title, been a race car its entire life. contact me for detailed specs, photos and video. car is in western NC

Marc James email: marcjames757@gmail.com								(22.1)
PCA F class Boxster S race car
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